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“May we act in beauty, act from inspiration, act together...” 

Poetry gives wings to language…

It helps us see beyond the confining habits of perception by offering a voice and 
cadence allowed to roam wild and free of conventions that would corral it in 
predictable terms.  Poetry invites our habitual domain and the imaginal realm onto 
common ground where revelatory conversation between the familiar and unfamiliar 
can take place.

All art appears to serve this basic function of articulating deeply felt experience in a way 
that common conversation struggles to remain faithful to.  Artists offer us a glimpse 
of what their souls perceive and hold dear, whether it be a trial or a joy seeking shared 
companionship. We are gifted, not only with an experience of another’s revelation, 
but also with an urging toward a more intimate engagement with our own soul’s 
presencing in our lives—the sacred experienced within the mundane; the mundane 
embraced as sacred.

Activism that does not embrace art is doomed to surface reform at best.  As students 
and practitioners of sacred activism, we are focused on transformation of laws, yes, but 
also of minds and hearts. We recognize that when the aesthetic dimension of life is 
lost or marginalized, human culture literally becomes anaesthetized and de-moralized.  
Under such a life-depleting atmosphere, it is no wonder that empathetic connections 
become unplugged, leaving values such as love and justice with thin soil to root in.

With this in mind, we bring a more deliberate recognition of art into the forum of 
conversation for Turning Point Journal.  The following collection of poems and poets 
bring our attention to the physical and spiritual sustenance that Earth and nature 
provide—to the intimate interfacing of our human and beyond-human nature—
offering the ground for reclaiming our humanity in the fullest sense possible.

Joseph Jastrab
Editor in chief 



Ancient Ones 

Ancient Ones,

residing in this forest,

speak to me.

Fill me with your wildness, 

your wisdom,

your abiding Now.

Let me see all the projects and tasks

that consume my days

in the vast perspective of your time.

Let me see them as at one with

the forming of a seed cone,

the pushing out of leaf and stem

the chatter of grey squirrel

the flight of chickadee

the flow of water in the creek:

All taking place within the embrace of Life; 

All held in love.

Molly Brown



An Answer to Rumi

O Rumi,

I would be a long-needled pine tree 

sighing with the wind.

I would slip in silent circles below billowing clouds 

on strong wings.

I would lap at lake shores or surge again and again

at the edges of continents.

I would heave up stone upon stone toward the sky

and clothe myself in forests.

I would slide cool and silent in the depths

or lick my long red fur in the sun.

I would vibrate in strange lattices of motionless crystalline dance.

I would blanket the plains in white drifts,

purifying everything.

 

I would appear shyly in glimmering colors

when the sun and the rain mated in the stormy sky.

I would sing in wordless choruses every dawn

and sink into awesome silence every sunset.

I would climb into the night sky shining

in changeable glory.

I would explode in paroxysms of galaxies across 

the face of the universe.

I would sing anthems of praise forever.

 

I would nestle together in dark burrows full 

of breathing and twitching.

I would howl and yip from hilltops.

I would slowly etch deep canyons in red rock

and sift softly into rippled dunes.

I would leap gladly from salty wavetops

or race wildly over deserts of desiccated sagebrush.

I would laugh on reedy lakes

and fly toward the moon.

rAHIMA wArrEn

“Let the beauty we love 
be what we do.” 

— Rumi



Skimmers
Forty years

I’ve scanned the sandbar

across North Inlet in April

and here again are the Skimmers

whose light touch of mandible 

connects the sky and sea

I come here just for that –

the grace of this connection

forty years of apprenticeship

to those swift black wings

that hardly need to beat the air

that only seem to stroke the water

to the flashy orange bill

gleaning on the wing

in the roiling green shallows

forty years to make a life 

as holy as this

but I’m still tethered 

to these binoculars

this sandy shore

no forty Aprils 

left for me 

I let the binoculars hang

kneel in the sand

reach and lean

with the lift and glide

 

JoAnIE MclEAn



In the Center of the Earth

Mountain sings with voices.

Darkness falls.

Every stone is the face of a god.

The sun pours through their eyes.

And the night.

Cloud touches their dark bone.

Ravens fly across their dreams.

I follow the river of my blood.

I climb the sacred temple of the sun.

Rainbow tears through the void.

I see the buried shadow in the womb: 

death’s flower.

I am the black wind in the north.

I am the eagle’s cry.

Chasing the wings of your eyes,

I come to the Flowering Tree.

The circle is my road.

I am the dancing in the fire.

The spider’s song.

In the four corners of the wind

stars are blazing.

Rain comes down, and ashes.

All beasts fly into the drumbeat of night.

The Earth is breathing.

Then my flesh swoops across the valley.

And I rise up, laughing.

BronTon CHEJA



the trees
the trees

are in their winter

beauty now

the boughs

once hung with summer’s

green dried up now

naked bare the sun

is like a cup we

treasure now so

rare the air is

chill and wind

fills the old familiar

hallways of the mind

with winter

cold and dark until

the stark reality of these

our days my life and

time at last comes

sharp and clear now

in the clean hard lines of

trees against a sky so gray that

now I turn again to rhyme

as if to say that I’m

determined

still to find

somehow

my way

JoHnn o’SUllIVAn



Murmurations
From the beach, suddenly, entrancement!

We call out, point, freeze in our shoes

our warm hats and jackets, as the day wanes

and against its steel grey background, a cloud

of swallows like a spray of buckshot swoops low

to the water, changes direction and color,

black to white, hundreds of tiny simultaneous

impulses flipping like the snap of a Venetian blind

and they are off, swirling behind us up the beach

as we tip our heads back, mesmerized: metacognition,

iron filings pulled around the sky by an invisible

magnet: One Mind.  There is some kind of joy

in what we can’t explain, how they do not bang

their bodies together and fall, how they know 

when to turn, lift, flip, no long-necked leader 

honking at the apex of a V, and anyway no time;

in fifteen milliseconds they alter course, bank and dive

as one enormous being.  Our mouths open grinning, 

incredulous, not knowing how to believe in 

something that we feel but 

cannot possibly know.

GAIl EnTrEKIn



Solar Benediction
 

Fishes

 we  are

  gasping for comfort

    of warmth and motion

 familiar

  we have burned our ancestors

   spilled poisons in the waters

   cracked earthquakes underground

   squeezed the last drops from the sands

 

As the majestic icebergs melt

 and tempests violently toss the air

  roaring louder

 

We look upward to the sun

 burning out more slowly than any

    body

 generating winds

  and tides

   and green food

 

Lunches are never free  still

 humble desperate

  we raise our arms

   trying to catch

    the loaves and the fishes

BArBArA ATKInSon



Praying Mantis:
Reflecting on Trump’s Election

Could our own kind bite off our head? 

What might we unearth in a headless state?

Pummeled by a rude unknown I can only say

When complexity overwhelms me, I pray

For each irreplaceable person in our nation and elsewhere—

May we get on with whatever grieving or celebration

Our personhood piles on our shoulders. 

May we tidy, but not decimate, 

The cluttered storage of our minds and cultures,

Eking out space for destinies 

We’re preparing to imagine. Kneel with me 

In wet grass as I track a praying mantis. She doesn’t know 

She’s praying, doesn’t know she’s jade-in-motion. 

Our times demand delicacy we have yet to digest,

The mantis illustrates creeping up her dewy boulder. 

Could the merest gesture of a translucent leg

Calm one storm and stir more imaginative weather? 

What barely noticeable gestures might you or I perform?

Could your smile’s fleeting aperture incite more than you know?

Don’t let shock or complacency come between you and the grass.

lIZA BrAUDE-GlIDDEn



SUSAn PrInCE

Becoming 70

Spring:

Piles and piles of snow had come, interfering with everything 

human but long overdue and ending the drought.

In Peru, we paid homage to an ancient civilization, perched at 

the top of another world. Mortal bodies long gone, their 

spirits still alive thru breathtaking incarnations of rock folded 

in upon rock. 

Summer:

Waiting at the highest viewpoint, I watched as our sun was 

totally enveloped by her tiny moon. Time stopped, magic 

happened, and we were transformed. 

Fires roared into our backyard. Everywhere choking smoke 

settled in as fear lingered close by and I grieved for the trees.

Fall: 

Our wise elder, Tash, left suddenly at 102. By her loved ones, 

she was ushered from this plane with a celebration fit for an 

empress – buried in a coffin crafted by her grandson. 

Soon after, and inexplicably, my sweet, little, soft Sadie was gone 

too. They both rest now in Camp Sherman’s loamy soil. 

Winter:

Behind my home, Puma found it first: a dead, feathered form 

lying, face up, towards the sky. 

After the forest creatures had their fill, I took her Raven wings 

and buried the dark body under an ancient pine tree.



Green River Haiku

i.

Sitting with behemoths

I am in the land of giants

I feel fragile and small

Then I imagine flight

ii.

I gaze at the river

Am I a student of the river?

Opaque water flowing

Rock and water become one

iii.

White cotton clouds

Shapes that compete with the rocks

White shapes that morph

The brown river is all business

iV.

Rock on rock perching

Fates becoming intertwined

Red shale grey Navajo

Chipmunk comes to call

V.

Sitting between slope and water

A small mud flat provides a perch

I sit here and watch

All is seen and yet is unknown

JEroME KErnEr



Barbara Atkinson is a bicoastal writer and performer, transplanted twice between Bucks County, PA 

and Berkeley, CA. She is a scientist, activist, and dance enthusiast. Since earning a Bachelor of Rhymes 

from kindergarten, she has written numerous poems, short stories, cartoons, and songs. Sometimes 

her work erupts into spoken word at varying venues. Retired as an energy-efficient policy analyst at 

Berkeley National Lab, she also published a prolific amount of technical writing. Barbara volunteered in 

Nicaragua on solar energy projects and traveled and worked in Central and South America. Her current 

labor of love is being full-time mom of a teenage daughter.

Liza Braude-Glidden is an inner and outer explorer who loves gardening, hiking, and writing. She 

lives in Los Angeles, California with her husband.

Molly Brown, M.A., M.Div. lives in Mt Shasta, CA with her husband Jim. In her work as a writer, work-

shop facilitator, and life coach, she draws on the Work That Reconnects, ecopsychology, and psycho-

synthesis, and specializes in working with activists. She co-authored with Joanna Macy both editions of 

Coming Back to Life (1998, 2014). Her other publications include: Growing Whole: Self-realization for the 

Great Turning; Held in Love: Life Stories To Inspire Us Through Times of Change (co-editor Carolyn Tread-

way); and Lighting A Candle: Collected Reflections on a Spiritual Life.

Bronton Cheja grew up in New York City, and has been a restless man. His poems range over many 

terrains of the Earth and terrains of the heart. The poems are an overflow, undertow, personally uni-

versal, emotionally logical, bodily spiritual expressions of love, existentially divine and beyond analysis. 

Liminal in nature: they exist between lucidity and trance, meaning and nonsense, depth and invisibility. 

A doorway to the ineffable, they are a cryptic map, a cry, a journey into myth, magic, mystery. Bronton’s 

work has received the following acclaim: First Place Big Apple Poetry Contest, NYC; First Place, San Fran-

cisco Writers’ Conference; and Most Promising Young Poet, Indiana Writers Conference. 

Gail Entrekin taught college English/Creative Writing for 25 years and has published five books of po-

etry. Her poems have been widely published and have been nominated for a Northern California Book 

Award, finalists for the Pablo Neruda Prize, and winner of the Women’s National Book Association Prize 

in 2017. As Poetry Editor of Hip Pocket Press, she edits the on-line journal of the environmental crisis, 

Canary. She also designs and makes quilts shown on Facebook page at Gail’s Designer Quilts, and on 

Etsy at GailsDesignerQuilts. Besides writing, editing, and sewing, she loves to hike in the East Bay with 

her dog, Molly Bloom, and hang with her six grandchildren. “Murmurations” was originally published in 

Sisyphus Magazine.  

A U T H o r  B I o G r A P H I E S



Jerome Kerner is a Certified Sage-ing Leader and currently Co- Chair of Sage-ing International. He 

has received advanced certification in Gestalt psychotherapy from Southern Connecticut University, 

Transgenerational Family Systems from the Hellinger Institute D.C., as well as retreats and training with 

the Center for Conscious Eldering and Sage-ing International. As an architect for over fifty years, he has 

learned to see and honor the uniqueness in each person. Now as an Octogenarian, Jerome loves shar-

ing the purpose, passion, and meaning he has discovered through the sage-ing work.

Joanie McLean is an ecologist who lives, works, and writes in Silk Hope, North Carolina. She holds 

degrees in Botany from UNC - Chapel Hill and in Wetland Ecology from Duke University. She is the win-

ner of the New Millennium Writings Prize for Poetry, and a three-time finalist for the James Applewhite 

Poetry Prize. Her poems have appeared or are forthcoming in several journals, including The North 

Carolina Literary Review, Mount Hope Magazine, New Millennium Writings, Third Wednesday, and Spillway 

Magazine. One of Joanie’s primary interests besides poetry is communicating with plants and birds.

Johnn O’Sullivan is an Irish-American poet with sixty years of poems and songs behind him and new 

poems still coming through. He studied under Hugh Kenner, and his 1966 doctoral dissertation broke 

new ground in the study of W.B. Yeats. His 1979 LP “Seeds” —spoken voice with Stephen Merriman on 

piano—was re-issued on CD in 2010. Two new CDs are scheduled for release in 2019. A man of end-

less curiosity and polymathic mind, O’Sullivan has taught mathematics, literature and management 

science—all at college level—and has diverse work experience in multiple industries. These include: 

insurance (actuarial), book publishing, door-to-door sales, academic administration, management 

consulting, business process redesign, and health-care quality.

Susan Prince is a Life Coach specializing in guiding people thru major life transitions. She has cre-

ated and led several workshops designed for women in their later years and currently co-facilitates the 

Choosing Conscious Elderhood retreats. Susan has enjoyed the unique opportunity of participating in 

an indigenous model of community where the Elders have a pivotal role. She has a Teaching Degree 

and a background in environmental education with an emphasis on nature awareness and has worked 

with many young people fostering their love and appreciation of the outdoors. Susan has published 

articles on both eldering and nature connection. Most recently, she has written about her experiences 

in the Amazonian rain forests.

Rahima Warren is the author of The Star-Seer’s Prophecy trilogy, a deep, compelling story of the heal-

ing journey. A retired psychotherapist with over 30 years’ professional training and experience, she 

draws her vivid storytelling from her own healing journey and spiritual practice, as well as from her 

work guiding others toward wholeness. Through this work, she gained an intuitive understanding of 

the universal human experiences of wounding, healing, and transformation—the source and theme 

of her trilogy: Dark Innocence (#1); Fierce Blessings (#2); and Perilous Bliss (#3). Rahima is an expressive 

artist, eclectic mystic, and a third-generation native of California. Rahima shares her transformative art 

on her site, Soulplay.com. 


